Willamette at Simpson
2/12/2012

Willamette ( )
Player | ABR H RBI BBSOPO A
---|---
Kawamura, Tommy SS | 3 0 1 0 1 0 1 5
Whidby, T.J. PH | 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Gallant, Hunter 2B | 5 0 1 0 0 0 0 2
Giza, Tyson CF | 4 1 2 0 0 1 0
Reid, Adam PH | 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Kelley, Sky RF | 4 1 2 0 2 4 0
Koon, Tiras DH | 3 1 0 0 2 2 0 0
Duff, Galen 3B | 4 1 2 0 1 0 2 1
Chinn, Brandon 1B | 1 1 0 0 2 0 10 2
Summers, Dylan C | 3 0 1 1 0 1 4 2
Semlacher, Tosh PH | 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
Petersen, Ben C | 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Wilson, Andrew LF | 4 1 1 4 0 0 0 0
Olson, Tyler P | 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Smith, Ryan P | 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Jones, Jake P | 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Hoffman, Peter P | 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total: | 33 7 10 7 7 6 24 12

Simpson ( )
Player | ABR H RBI BBSOPO A
---|---
Corson, Joshua 3B | 5 0 0 0 0 1 1 2
Mart, Angel 2B | 5 3 3 0 0 1 2 3
Barnett, Garrett CF | 5 2 3 1 0 1 4 0
Ross, Daveron LF | 3 3 1 1 2 0 3 0
Alton, Matthew C | 4 0 1 2 0 1 6 0
Ramos, Philip PR | 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
Matth, Chuck DH | 5 2 2 2 0 2 0 0
Lonergan, Graig 1B | 4 2 1 2 1 0 6 1
Alden, Chad RF | 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 0
Warner, Kris SS | 3 0 2 3 0 0 1 4
Hart, Matthew P | 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
Yachinich, Joshua P | 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Gilmore, Joshua P | 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Chavez, Daniel P | 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total: | 35 14 13 12 3 6 27 10

Score by Innings
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 - | R H E
Willamette | 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 4 0 - 7 10 3
Simpson | 0 4 0 0 0 4 5 1 x - 14 13 1

E- Warner, Gallant(2), Kelley
DP- WU(0); SU(3):
LETF- WU(8): Gallant, Giza, Duff, Summers, Chinn, Koon, Kelley(2);
Mart(3), Warner(3), Lonergan(3)
SU(5): Alden, Ross, Warner(2), Ramos
2B- Ross, Barnett, Warner
3B- Giza
HR- Wilson, Kelley
SB- Marti, Ross(2), Kelley, Ramos(3)
CS- Alden
SH- Chinn
SF- Alden, Warner
### Willamette vs. Simpson

#### Score by Innings

| Willamette | 0 | 0 | 0 | 4 | 0 | 0 | 4 | 0 | - | 7 | 0 | 3 |
| Simpson | 0 | 4 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 4 | 5 | 1 | x | - | 14 | 13 | 1 |

#### Willamette Starting Lineup
- Kawamura (SS), Gallant (2B), Giza (CF), Kelley (RF), Koon (DH), Duff (3B), Chinn (1B), Summers (C), Wilson (LF), Olson (P).

#### Simpson Starting Lineup
- CORSON (3B), MARTI (2B), BARNETT (CF), ROSS (LF), ALTON (C), MATTHEY (DH), LONERGAN (1B), ALDEN (RF), WARNER (SS), HART (P).

#### Umpires

#### Top of 1st
- Kawamura flied out to right. Gallant flied out to center. Giza grounded out to first(3-1).
- (0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors, 0 LOB)

#### Bottom of 1st
- CORSON grounded out to short(6-3). MARTI struck out swinging.
- BARNETT grounded out to first(3-1).
- (0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors, 0 LOB)

#### Top of 2nd
- Kelley singled to third. Koon reached on a walk, Kelley advanced to second. Duff bunted and reached on a base hit, Kelley advanced to third, Koon advanced to second. Chinn lined out to the pitcher's mound. Summers grounded into a (6-4-3) double play.
- (0 Runs, 2 Hits, 0 Errors, 2 LOB)

#### Bottom of 2nd
- ROSS doubled, over the right field fence. ALTON reached base on
Gallant's misplayed grounder, ROSS advanced to third. RAMOS pinch running for ALTON, RAMOS advanced to second, on a stolen base. MATTHEY singled to second, ROSS Scored, RAMOS advanced to third. LONERGAN singled to right, RAMOS Scored, MATTHEY advanced to second, MATTHEY advanced to third, on Kelley's bobble, LONERGAN advanced to second, via previous entered error. ALDEN hit by pitch. Wild Pitch by Olson, MATTHEY Scored, LONERGAN advanced to third, ALDEN advanced to second. WARNER hit a sacrifice fly to to right, LONERGAN Scored. ALDEN was caught stealing (2-5). CORSON grounded out to short(6-3).

(4 Runs, 3 Hits, 2 Errors, 0 LOB)

**Top of 3rd**- ALTON came in to play C, RAMOS goes out. Wilson grounded out to third(5-3). Kawamura reached on a walk. Gallant grounded into a (4-6-3) double play.
(0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors, 0 LOB)

**Bottom of 3rd**- MARTI grounded out to short(6-3). BARNETT struck out swinging. BARNETT struck out, drop 3rd strike, put out at 1st base (2-3). ROSS flied out to right.
(0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors, 0 LOB)

**Top of 4th**- Giza singled to left. Kelley hit a 2 run home run (2) deep down the LF line on a 2-0 count, Giza Scored. Koon reached on a walk. Duff flied out to deep left-center. Chinn reached on a walk, Koon advanced to second. Summers singled to center, Koon Scored, Chinn advanced to second. Wilson flied out to right. Kawamura flied out to deep center.
(3 Runs, 3 Hits, 0 Errors, 2 LOB)

**Bottom of 4th**- ALTON grounded out to second(4-3). MATTHEY struck out swinging. LONERGAN flied out to right.
(0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors, 0 LOB)

**Top of 5th**- Gallant singled to short, Gallant advanced to second, on WARNER’s wild throw. Giza flied out in foul territory. Kelley struck out looking. Koon struck out looking.
(0 Runs, 1 Hit, 1 Error, 1 LOB)

**Bottom of 5th**- ALDEN grounded out to short(6-3). WARNER grounded out to third(5-3). CORSON struck out looking.
(0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors, 0 LOB)

**Top of 6th**- Duff singled to shallow center. Chinn hit a sacrifice bunt and was putout (5-3), Duff advanced to second. Summers struck out swinging. Wilson flied out to center.
(0 Runs, 1 Hit, 0 Errors, 1 LOB)

**Bottom of 6th**- MARTI singled to short. BARNETT doubled, over the right field fence, MARTI advanced to third. Smith now in to pitch, replacing Olson. ROSS reached on a walk. ALTON singled to right, MARTI Scored, BARNETT Scored, ROSS advanced to second. RAMOS pinch running for ALTON. MATTHEY popped out to first. ROSS advanced to third, on a stolen base, RAMOS advanced to second, on a stolen base. LONERGAN grounded out to second(4-3), ROSS Scored, RAMOS advanced to third. ALDEN hit by pitch. WARNER singled to left, RAMOS Scored, ALDEN advanced to second. CORSON lined out to third.
(4 Runs, 4 Hits, 0 Errors, 2 LOB)

**Top of 7th**- ALTON came in to play C, RAMOS goes out. YACHINICH now in to pitch, replacing HART. Kawamura singled to left. Gallant grounded into a (6-4-3) double play. Giza tripled, over the right field fence. Kelley hit by pitch. Kelley advanced to second, on a stolen base. Koon struck out looking.
(0 Runs, 2 Hits, 0 Errors, 2 LOB)

**Bottom of 7th**- MARTI singled to center. MARTI advanced to second, on a stolen base. BARNETT singled to center, MARTI Scored. Jones now in to pitch, replacing Smith.
ROSS reached on a walk, BARNETT advanced to second. ALTON struck out swinging. MATTHEY singled to center, BARNETT Scored, ROSS advanced to third. LONERGAN reached on a walk, MATTHEY advanced to second. ALDEN hit a sacrifice fly to to right, ROSS Scored, MATTHEY advanced to third, MATTHEY Scored, on Gallant's wild throw, LONERGAN advanced to third, via previous entered error. WARNER doubled to deep right-center, LONERGAN Scored. CORSON flied out to center.

(5 Runs, 4 Hits, 1 Error, 1 LOB)


(4 Runs, 1 Hit, 0 Errors, 0 LOB)

Bottom of 8th- Kawamura came in to play SS, Whidby goes out. Reid moves to CF. Petersen came in to play C, Semlacher goes out. Hoffman now in to pitch, replacing Jones. MARTI singled to center. Wild Pitch by Hoffman, MARTI advanced to second. BARNETT singled to center, MARTI advanced to third. ROSS reached first on the fielder's choice, MARTI Scored, BARNETT was forced out(3-6). Wild Pitch by Hoffman, ROSS advanced to second. ALTON hit by pitch. RAMOS pinch running for ALTON, ROSS advanced to third, on a stolen base, RAMOS advanced to second, on a stolen base. MATTHEY struck out swinging. LONERGAN grounded out to short(6-3).

(1 Run, 2 Hits, 0 Errors, 2 LOB)

Top of 9th- ALTON came in to play C, RAMOS goes out. CHAVEZ now in to pitch, replacing GILMORE. Kelley struck out swinging. Koon flied out to left. Duff flied out to left.

(0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors, 0 LOB)